Improved and better load per pallet
180 large-flowered gerbera’s in one box
240 mini gerbera’s in one box
Improved flower stalk length
Improved moisture control inside the box
THE GERBERA QUALITY BOX
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THE GERBERA QUALITY BOX

Q BOX
A new kind of packaging boxes gerbera flowers ...
We guarantee the best quality! Since gerbera in Q Box on the water during transport, it makes it possible
to transport over long distances without quality loss.
The latest innovation of this design Q Box, is that the number of the inner packaging (ready for sale) is
reduced to 18 flowers, it allows customers to purchase the amount they need.
Nevertheless, the total number of the core box has been increased from 125 to 180 flowers in a box, it
increases the total number of flowers by more than 40%!
Thus - the transportation of the Q Box is cheaper, since the size of the Q Box has remained the same.

Huge capacity;
Q Box can be used for the transportation of standard and mini gerbera gerbera.
Q Box 180 accommodates the stems (10 inner boxes (ready for sale) for 18 stems).
Q Box Mini contains 240 stems (10 inner boxes (ready for sale) on the stem 24).
You can order mix color gerbera, and separately for each species.

Options when loading
Q Box can be stacked on a pallet at each other as follows.
(In Holland during loading using two main pallet size)
Formats of boxes
Carton size: 40 x 30 x 80 cm (L x W x H), the pallet height: 240 cm (without pallet)
Weight in the box: the large-flowering 8.4 kg, mini gerbera 7.5 kg
The number of large-flowered gerbera in box: 180 stems
Number of mini gerbera: 240 stems
Loading: 100 x 120 cm pallet
Number of boxes per pallet: 30
The number of stems per pallet: large-flowered gerbera: 5400 stems;
mini gerbera; 7200 stems.
Loading: 120 x 120 cm pallet
Number of boxes per pallet: 36
The number of stems per pallet: large-flowered gerbera: 6480 stems;
mini gerbera; 8640 stems.
A larger number of stems in a box
Inner boxes contain fewer stems, this makes the ordering process easier and more
convenient for you.
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